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Program

Motivation

1. Basics

2. Characteristics of x-rays

3. Interaction, photo effect and fluorescence

4. Radiation safety , instrumental characteristics

5. Fields of application



costs

Synchrotron several 100 Mio û

CLS a few Mio û

pXRF several 10 000 û

Motivation

I want to introduce you to someălow budgetò x-ray technique for
training for later experiments at synchrotron beam lines or similar .

Installation of a large scale facility costs time, efforts , and money. 

Learning by doing: as guest at other facilities , maybe, you never return

Learning by doing: using affordable equipment to get trained ăat homeò



1. Basics

atom (element ) = nucleus (A,Z) + Z electrons

nucleus A (isotope)  = Z protons + N neutrons

Radius approx . 1 Angström = 0,1 nm = 1 x 10-10 m 

nuclear

atomic
molecular

physics

X-rays, light etc. 

y-rays



The electromagnetic  spectrum

Energy 
1 eV 1 keV1 meV1 µeV 1 MeV

Energy E,  Wavelength l,  Frequency Ȇ, speed of light c,  Plancks constant h

E = h Ȇ= h c/ l
Wavelength



1895

2.1 X-ray production

BESSY

X-ray tube Synchrotron

Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen



Bremsstrahlung 

Spectrum of an x - ray tube

Charakteristic 
x- rays

Emax= eU a



b. Synchrotrons

Energy spectrum

ec (eV) = 665 E 2(GeV) B(T)

ec



photon= 180Á

Ūx

Exray

Ephotonɔ

Inverse Compton effect CLS

c. Others



Transmission through a 1 - mm glass plate

Hg

Normalized at inelastic peak, but no 
adjustment for distance 

Through the glass plate almost total absorption

A. Materials like water , quartz , other minerals, oxidic
glasses, are transparent for light , but not for x-rays.

2.2 Characteristic features


